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Abstract. We consider a specific kind of Abstract State Machines. It
is shown how the machines can be used to provide a low-level formal
semantics for a tiny object-oriented language, including control flow operators, object creation and field manipulation. Then the decidability
result is established for checking invariants of programs corresponding
to that class of ASMs.
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Introduction

The Abstract State Machines (ASM) methodology (see the fundamental definition [12] and the contemporary book [6]) has been widely used to provide
a formal semantics for programming languages (see [5], [7], [8] and the ASM
Internet site [2] for an extensive collection of links).
We consider a specific class of ASMs and use it to provide low-level dynamic
semantics for a part of pure object-oriented language. As an example, we show
how to describe the basic constructions of C# [9] in terms of our machine. However, the language part that we model is the same for all OO languages. Namely,
we consider semantics for the core (in-procedure) language, object-related operators and method calls.
Adapting the result of [13], we prove the following. Let ϕ be a property of the
state. Under certain restrictions on ϕ and transition τ , the formula ϕ → τ ϕ is
decidable. Here τ is the temporal logic operator ”valid in the next state after
the transition τ ”. As a consequence, we obtain a class of program invariants that
can be automatically checked.
Section 2 presents the computational model itself. In section 3 we describe
the semantics for a tiny object-oriented language. The decidability result is presented in section 4. Section 5 concludes the previous results and formulates the
invariant-checking theorem. In section 6 we discuss the ongoing work.
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Computational model

Our model is a specific class of the Abstract State Machines [12], [8]. An ASM is
a pair < S, τ >, where S is a set of states and τ : S → S is a transition function.
This chapter defines the computation model, describing its state and transitions.
State
The first step to describe an ASM is to define its state. A state is an algebraic
structure, i.e. a set of universes and a number of functions over them. These
functions are dynamic, i.e. they may be changed with the transitions.
We enumerate the universes used in our model, and give a brief description how they are used to build an object-oriented language semantics. Detailed
dynamic semantics is given in the next section.
– ObjectID. This universe is a countable set with equation. It may be thought
of as the set of all integers. In our semantics definition, it is used as an
enumerator of all objects and variables that appear in the program. This
universe includes special object null.
– Integer — the set of all integer numbers. This is used to store values of the
object fields.
– ControlP oints. This is a finite set representing points of program execution.
The execution process will include changing the control point on each step.
The following dynamic functions are considered in the model:
– IntM emberi : ObjectID → Integer ∪ {U ndef }. Retrieves i-th integer-type
member of an object. The members are enumerated according to the class
definition. Almost all of these functions always return U ndef .
– ObjM emberi : ObjectID → ObjectID ∪ {U ndef }. Retrieves i-th class-type
member of an object. Like in the previous case, almost all of these functions
always return U ndef .
– CurrentCP : ControlP oints. This nullary function (a variable) indicates
the current control point at each moment.
– Result : Boolean. This variable stores the result of the last boolean function
call. This register is used for operating with control-transmitting instructions.
Transition
Let us denote by S the set of all states projected on a single object. That is,
S = ControlP oints × ObjectID × . . .
×ObjectID × Integer × . . . × Integer × Boolean
The Object factors stand for values of M emberi functions on the given object,
and Integer factors stand for V alue s of its integer-type fields. The Boolean field
is the value of the Result register.

The only transition in our system is the function StepOn() which moves
CurrentCP and possibly redefines other dynamic functions. We assume that
the transition modifies only dynamic functions on one object, as this is sufficient
for the semantics construction. Additionally, a transition may change the Result
variable.
Formally, the transition is the following:
procedure StepOn()
choose N extState in S
where δ(N extState, CurrentState)
CurrentCP := ControlP oint(N extState)
ObjM ember1 (Self ) := ObjM ember1 (N extState)
···
ObjM emberm (Self ) := ObjM emberm (N extState)
IntM ember1 (Self ) := IntM ember1 (N extState)
···
IntM embern (Self ) := IntM embern (N extState)
Here the right parts are the corresponding values of the N extState, and δ
is a first-order formula in the signature (+,≥,·const) over integer-type members
of S. The CurrentState ∈ S is the set of initial values of dynamic functions on
the object Self .
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Semantics for a simple object-oriented language

This section presents a way to convert a program in an OO language to a program
for our machine. We consider a language with:
–
–
–
–
–
–

integer constants
control flow operators like if, while, break
linear arithmetic: +, ·const
inequation predicates ≥, >, =
class definitions, members and methods
object creation and manipulation

We do not write down the full conversion pattern precisely, but provide the
essential ideas of this conversion. For simplicity, we illustrate the ideas of this
section with translation of the C# language constructs. However, everything is
correct for Java and C++ also.
3.1

Core language

Here we discuss how to interpret core operators of the C# language in terms of
our machine. Operators like if, while-break are considered here (the assignment
operator is handled in the next subsection).
We illustrate the idea with an example of the while operator.
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Fig. 1. Control flow graph for the while operator

Consider the control flow graph at Figure 1. For the while loop, we introduce
four control points: Entry Point, Decision Point, Terminal Point and Return Point. Logically, the latter is the entry point for the next operator. The
boxes Condition and Body represent graphs for the loop condition and body.
The arrows depict possible control transitions. Note that the arrow between the
Body and the Terminal Point is used when the break operation is executed.
Let us see how it works. We are using the syntax of the AsmL language [1].
Here is the part of the StepOn() procedure responsible for working with while
loops.
procedure StepOn()
if CurrentControlPoint = EntryPoint then
CurrentControlPoint := Condition.EntryPoint
elseif CurrentControlPoint = DecisionPoint then
if Result = true then
CurrentControlPoint := Body.EntryPoint
else
CurrentControlPoint := TerminalPoint
elseif CurrentControlPoint = TerminalPoint then
CurrentControlPoint := ReturnPoint
Note that the Result register is initialized while proceeding the Condition
part of code.
Remark. An alike idea can be also used for describing semantics for exception
handling. What we have to do is to properly define the Return Point for the

throw operator. It should be the entry point for the nearest exception handler
that is catching exceptions of suitable type. Implicit calls of the throw operator
(as for div 0) can be made explicit.
Suppose now that we have a piece of code. The part of the semantics defined
by now is an automaton switching between control points.
3.2

Object-related operators

This subsection describes basic object-related operators such as object creation
and operating with fields. The method calls are discussed in the next subsection.
Object creation. Consider the following code in C#:
class SampleClass{
int r;
SampleClass obj;
}
...
SampleClass sampleObj = new SampleClass(5, null);
The semantics of the above is the following. We take fresh o ∈ ObjectID and set
IntM ember1 (o) = 5, ObjM ember1 (o) = null.
Field manipulation. Let us extend the previous example:
...
sampleObj.obj = sampleObj;
This assignment corresponds to the transition ObjM ember1 (o) := o.
3.3

Method calls

We treat a method call as a creation of a new object with its own StepOn().
This approach allows us to deal well with recursion and brings no additional
complexity to the model.
Suppose we have a method for our sampeClass
class SampleClass{
...
void Increase(int s){
r += s;
}
}
We create an additional class SampleClassIncrease with the single method
Run(). The local variables of the original method Increase are treated as fields
of SampleClassIncrease.

class SampleClassIncrease{
int s;
Object owner;
void Run(){
owner.r += s;
}
}
Now we treat a call to the Increase procedure as a creation of a new object
of type SampleClassIncrease. The Run method of this object is converted
to a number of control points and the execution is controlled by the standard
StepOn() function as defined above.
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Single-step decidability

We explore here the decidability property of a single transition as defined in
section 2.
Let us denote f (o) ≡ CurrentState(o), o ∈ ObjectID. That means that
f (o) is a record of all current properties of the object o.
Then, let σ be a signature over integer numbers, including addition and ≥.
Finally, denote the transition by τ .
We are interested in the properties of the following form:
ϕ→

τ ϕ.

Here τ denotes the temporal operator ”valid in the next state after transition
τ ”, and the formula ϕ is of the following form:
ϕ*
) ∀o1 . . . os ∈ ObjectID

(Diff s (o1 , . . . , os ) → ψ(f (o1 ), . . . , f (os ))),

where ψ is a first-order formula over σ, and the predicate Diff k evaluates to
true iff all of its k arguments are different.
By adapting the proof in [13], we obtain the following theorem. We use here
that the first-order theory of linear functions and inequality over integer numbers
is decidable.
Theorem 1 The relation ϕ →
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τϕ

is decidable.

Conclusion

This section applies the decidability result to invariant checking in realistic programs.
Consider a piece of code in the programming language defined in the beginning of section 3. Consider a set of formulas fi (obj1 , . . . , objn ) containing linear
operations on values of object members in the program (or members of members,
etc.). Let now ϕ(f1 , . . . , fn ) be a first-order formula with inequations and linear
operations. Then we have the following theorem:

Theorem 2 In the above conditions, boolean formulas ϕ(f1 , . . . , fn ) can be checked
for being invariants.
To check the invariant, we have to check the property ϕ → τ ϕ for all types
of transition used in our program (this is made statically, and the operation is
finite since the program is finite).
Remark. Any computation with multiplication and linear operations can be
reduced to a computation with linear operations through looping. However, this
reduction changes the notion of a step, and so affects the class of invariants being
checked.
However, the limitation on linear nature of the invariants being checked is
crucial.
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Ongoing work

We are currently working on detailed proofs of the theorems 1 and 2, and estimation of the computational complexity of the deciding algorithm. The semantics
itself can be applied to compiler correctness testing (see [11] for details).
The future work on the topic is to programmatically implement the algorithm
and check its feasibility with real-life examples.
The up to date information is available at our Internet site [14].
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